P7260  PREDATEURS DE LA NUIT  (FRANCE, 1988)
(Other titles: Faceless)

Credits: director, Jesus Franco ; writers, Fred Castle, Michel Lebrun, Jean Mazarin, Pierre Ripert.
Cast: Helmut Berger, Brigitte Lahaie, Chris Mitchum, Telly Savales.
Summary: Horror film set in contemporary Paris. Dr. Flamand (Berger), a brilliant French plastic surgeon, resorts to the kidnapping of young women in order to graft a new face for his sister who was disfigured when a woman he scarred attempted to throw acid at him. Flamand is assisted by an ex-Nazi doctor (Diffring) in the grafting operations. Meanwhile, a New York businessman (Savalas) hires private eye and Vietnam vet Sam Morgan (Mitchum) to find his missing daughter (Munro), a Paris model who has been kidnapped by Flamand.
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